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Introduction

Welcome to Universe of Sound!

Imagine you’re in the orchestra! You can hear sounds from all around you (some of
them deafening when you’re close to them!) and witness the tremendous focus
and skill as the musicians co-ordinate meticulously with each other and the
conductor. Every movement the conductor makes changes the way themusicians
play, and you can go right up next to them to see what they do, and hear what
they hear. Wow!

That’s what Universe of Sound is: a self-guided tour around the inside of an
orchestra. On separate screens, groups of musicians are projected playing Gustav
Holst’s famous work The Planets. The piece has been a favourite on film and
documentary soundtracks, and has inspired many film music composers, so even if
you don’t think you know it, you’ll probably recognise some of it.

But you won’t only hear The Planets:
• you’ll also hear a brand new piece by Joby Talbot called Worlds, Stars,

Systems, Infinity;
• you can have a go at being a conductor;
• you can play along with the percussion section.

What is Universe of Sound?

The Philharmonia Orchestra and their conductor Esa-Pekka Salonen recorded The
Planets andWorlds, Stars, Systems, Infinity in a special recording session during
which each section of the orchestra was filmed and recorded separately whilst
playing the piece. These films are projected into different areas of the exhibition
space, so that you can literally walk around the orchestra as they play. As you do,
the sound changes: you’ll hear what the players hear fromwhere they sit. So, if you
end up in a space where the musicians aren’t playing, listen carefully and follow
your ears to the instruments which are playing at that moment.

Various camera shots are used in the exhibition, to give a variety of views. Mainly
they are static shots of a section, but there are also panning shots of a whole group
of musicians, and some cameras are attached to players’ instruments, to showwhat
they see fromwhere they sit.

As well as looking and listening, there are also some interactive elements (see
below – During your visit).
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The education pack and how to use it

This pack provides ideas for activities you can do with your class:
• before you visit
• things you can look out for when you’re in the exhibition
• follow-up work when you’re back at school.

The pack is aimed at KS2 and KS3 students. This is a very large age range and as the
abilities of the two age groups differ enormously, teachers must read through
activities before they use them and adapt/edit them as they see fit.

The aim of the Activities for Listening (which you’ll find in Section 2) is for students
to recreate some of Holst’s ideas in the classroom using voices and classroom
instruments. A secondary school music teacher might expand upon these by
finding other elements from the pieces to recreate. A primary school class teacher
might simply concentrate on children writing words for some of the tunes in the
piece and then spotting where those melodies are heard when listening to a
recording of it.

There are also conducting activities (Section 1), activities related to Joby Talbot’s
piece (Section 3) and some compositional games and activities (Section 4).

The pack sometimes uses notated examples and these are intended to help if
teachers and students read music. Most of the time it’s possible to do the activities
without referring to the notation at all.

With further adaption, it would be possible to use some of the activities in KS1 or
KS4.

The pack also contains some information on the science of sound and instruments
(Sections 1 & 5).
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Before, during and after

Before you visit the exhibition:
• Talk to your students about the composers who wrote the music – Gustav

Holst (Section 2) and Joby Talbot (Section 3)
• Talk to them about what the exhibition is (see earlier in this section), what

sorts of things to look out for (Section 2 & 3), and how they move around
the exhibition (later in this section)

• Get your students used to some of the sounds they’ll hear by using the
background to each movement and the Activities for Listening in Section 2.
The extracts mentioned in these activities can be found at:
www.universeofsound.co.uk/extracts, however it will also be useful to have
a recording of the piece handy to listen to whole movements.

• Check out the Universe of Sound website (www.universeofsound.co.uk),
which has extracts of the music you’ll hear, and various activities including a
virtual tour of the exhibition.

During
The Universe of Sound exhibition is an exploration. You’ll get the best from it by
going round in small groups (preferably about six students with an adult). Each
group should feel free to move around the exhibition as the mood takes them –
there is no ideal route: follow your instincts and your ears.

During the exhibition, here are some prompt questions adults might use with their
groups:

• What did you notice?
• What was the best bit for you?
• Did anything take you by surprise? Was anything unexpected? Why?
• Which player do you think was having the best time in the performance?
• Which player was busiest?
• Which player was least busy?
• Do you notice any players communicating with each other? What do they

do?
• What sort of movements does the conductor make to get different sounds

from the orchestra?
• How does the music paint pictures of the different planets’ characters?
• If this music was a film soundtrack, what would be happening?
• Can you hear musical ideas being passed around the orchestra?

In sections 2 & 3, which go into more detail about the music, there are some
specific pointers you might look out for in the exhibition. There will also be
volunteers in the exhibition who will be happy to answer any questions you might
have.

Other things to do during the visit:
• Parts are placed in each room, and rehearsal figures appear on screen to

show you where you are in each piece. See if you can follow the players’
part as they play it.
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• Play the percussion instruments, following the screens which show cues.
When the orchestra percussion aren’t playing, you can still play the
instruments in the room, but try to match the character of the music at that
moment.

• Try some conducting in the pods.
• In the pods duringWorlds, Stars, Systems, Infinity you can choose which

instruments you want to hear play the piece – re-orchestrating the piece as
it goes along.

• Listen to the audio commentaries recorded by the conductor, Esa-Pekka
Salonen, and some of the players.

Things to do:
• Do split into small groups and have enough adults with you to go with each

group
• Do recruit parents to come along if you need extra adult helpers
• Do ask questions of volunteers manning the exhibition
• Do try out the percussion instruments
• Do try out activities in the pods
• Do take turns on the percussion and the pods (don’t hog them if others

want a turn)
• Do consider that this is a public exhibition, and members of the public may

want to spend time quietly watching and listening
• Do take time to listen to the music and watch the musicians play: immerse

yourselves in it and see what you notice
• Do read the signs which have lots of interesting musical science facts.

Please bear in mind that when you enter the exhibition you will come in during a
piece, not at the beginning. Perhaps your class can try and work out which piece it
might be by comparing the music they hear to the titles of the movements!

After the visit:
• Make sure you have time to debrief. Each group will have had a different

experience of the exhibition – comparing notes could lead to an interesting
discussion

• Listen to some of the piece again back in class, perhaps doing other
Activities for Listeningwhich you didn’t do before the visit (see
www.universeofsound.co.uk/extracts for music examples you can use)

• Try some of the Compositional activities in Section 4 and perhaps develop
your own.

• Listen to some other works by Holst (Section 2 & 6)
• Check out the Universe of Soundwebsite at www.universeofsound.co.uk.

There are extracts of the Holst and Talbot, a sequencer to re-orchestrate the
Talbot, a video of how the exhibition was made andmuch more.

• Look at the Science of Instruments section (Section 1) where the science
facts from the exhibition have been reproduced.

We hope you and your class enjoy your visit!
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Section 1:

The Orchestra

© Benjamin Ealovega
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The orchestra

A symphony orchestra is an extremely sensitive and advanced piece of machinery.
The players play precisely together, and respond as one to the conductor, who
might at any time change tempo (speed) or dynamics (volume), and will never do
exactly the same thing twice.

But not only do the players follow the conductor, they also watch the leader (who
is the violinist sitting closest to the conductor) and their own section principal.
They’re very busy people, who have to:

• follow their music so they don’t get lost;
• watch the conductor and leader;
• count continuously;
• listen to make sure they’re playing exactly with everyone else and are in the

right place;
• play the notes: some of which

might be very difficult indeed.

Percussionists can have an even harder
job as they have to play the right
instrument and might have to move
across the stage to get it.

In Universe of Sound, we hope you’ll be
able to see this: players concentrating
really hard and listening really carefully

so that the sounds they make blend in perfectly, playing at exactly the same time
and exactly the right volume.

You’ll also notice the conductor looking at the players to cue them, or indicating
through his body language how he wants them to play, so that his ideas about the
character of the music are communicated to the audience.
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The Instruments

Comprised of over one hundred players, the orchestra in The Planets is the largest
the composer Gustav Holst used in any of his pieces and contains several unusual
instruments. The instruments you will hear and see are:

Woodwind
4 flutes (including 2 piccolos and
‘bass flute in G’ – actually an alto
flute)
3 Clarinets
1 Bass clarinet
3 Oboes (including 1 bass oboe)
1 Cor anglais
3 Bassoons
1 Contra bassoon

Brass
6 French horns
4 Trumpets
2 Trombones
1 Bass Trombone
1 Euphonium
1 Tuba

Keyboard
Organ
Celeste

Female choir

Percussion
Six Timpani
Triangle
Tambourine
Cymbals
Bass Drum
Gong
Bells
Glockenspiel
Xylophone

Strings
Violins
Violas
Celli
Double Basses
2 Harps
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Unusual Instruments
Some of these instruments are less familiar to most people, whilst others are very
infrequent visitors to the orchestra:

• The alto flute, whose quiet, cold sound is used to great effect in Saturn
• The bass oboe which has a very distinctive dark sound
• The organ, which adds extra weight and depth in certain places (such as

during Mars).
• The euphonium, more common in the brass band, is a higher version of the

tuba
• The cor anglais is in the oboe family, but plays at a lower pitch and has a

more melancholy tone
• Contra bassoon and bass clarinet. Lower versions of the bassoon and

clarinet. The Contra plays the lowest note in the orchestra
• Celeste. Like a small piano, but with metal bars inside instead of strings. It

sounds like a mellower glockenspiel.

Choir
The female choir is heard only in the final movement of The Planets (Neptune). It is
offstage, the sound appearing as if from another, magical world and then fading
away to end the piece. You won’t see the choir in Universe of Sound – there’s no
screen for them – but you will hear them throughout the exhibition. And their
music doesn’t fade away – instead it provides a link into Joby Talbot’sWorlds, Stars,
Systems, Infinity.

Brass
In the brass groups you’ll notice an extra trumpet and horn player on screen. These
are bumpers and their role is to take over from the lead trumpet or horn player
when needed. Because brass instruments are quite demanding to play, the lead
player needs to make sure their lips aren’t too tired to play any solos. The bumper
helps, by playing the lead player’s part for them during any tuttis. Can you work
out which players in these groups are the leaders or the bumpers? 

Percussion
Joby Talbot’s piece, which follows directly from Neptune in The Planets, uses the
same sized orchestra as The Planetswith some additional percussion:

Suspended Cymbal
China Cymbal
Sizzle cymbal
Meditation Bowls
Crotales
Vibraphone
Marimba
Mark tree

These instruments help to create a very contrasting, 21st Century soundworld
compared to The Planets. See if you can work out which instrument is which
from the descriptions below:

� Suspended cymbal: A single cymbal sitting on top of a pole.
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� China cymbal: A suspended cymbal with a very distinctive shape – the
edges of it turn back up.

� Sizzle cymbal: A suspended cymbal to which chains or bolts have been
added to create a more rattly, sizzly sound.

� Meditation Bowls: Metal bowls which can either be tapped or rubbed.

� Crotales: Round, flat metal discs on a stand which making a very clear, bell-
like sound.

� Vibraphone: Like a xylophone but with metal keys.

� Marimba: Like a xylophone but producing a mellower sound.

� Mark tree: A small rack of metal tubes which swing freely. They produce a
glistening sound when stroked.

You can listen to many of these instruments in extracts from the pieces at:
www.universeofsound.co.uk/extracts
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The Science of Instruments

Around the exhibition you’ll find an introduction to all the various instruments,
along with some science facts. Here they are again, together with some links in
case you’d like to investigate further!

Flute and oboe

Flutes, piccolos and oboes sound both mysterious and melodic
in The Planets. Flutes play a low, enigmatic melody early in
Neptune, and, with the higher piccolos, get to show off their
virtuoso skills in Jupiter. The oboe and its cousins the bass
oboe and cor anglais herald the arrival of the choir with a
haunting section in Neptune.

The highest instruments of the woodwind section, the oboe, flute (and
smaller piccolo) don’t have to work hard to be heard above the orchestra.
They can operate in the higher range of sounds that we hear most easily.

The flute is roughly a cylinder, and, unlike other wind instruments, is open
to the outside air at both ends. The player blows a jet of air across a
horizontal hole to make the air inside vibrate – rather like blowing over
the top of a bottle.

An oboe player, on the other hand, blows through a pair of reeds to make
the air inside the instrument vibrate. The double reed, along with the
conical shape of the instrument, is what gives the oboe and cor anglais
their distinct timbre, or sound quality.

Latest flute and oboe science:

• Biologists have trained carp to recognise the difference between a Bach
oboe concerto and a John Lee Hooker track. Once trained, the fish could
then distinguish between other classical and blues tracks.
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/science/science-news/3289668/Koi-carp-
develop-a-taste-for-the-blues.html

• Flutes are among the oldest complex musical instruments ever found,
according to the latest evidence from China where 9,000-year-old flutes
have been found. Made from the hollow wing bones of cranes, their finger
holes were carefully calculated to give similar tuning to flutes of differing
sizes. See pictures of the ancient flutes in the scientific paper here.
http://www.scribd.com/doc/78169908/Analysis-of-the-Jiahu-Bone-Flutes
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Clarinet and bassoon

Woodwind instruments like the clarinet and bassoon have plenty of
airtime in The Planets. At the start of Mercury, a playful melody passes
from one instrument to another around the woodwind section – and
there’s a moment of glory for the bassoons when they all play together
during Uranus.

When played quietly, the clarinet has a quiet and mellow quality of
sound with few high frequencies. As the player blows harder, the
sound brightens, with higher frequencies that also make the sound
carry much further over the other instruments.

Bassoons, and their octave-lower cousins the contrabassoons, are the
lowest woodwind instruments, with a rich sound that becomes
increasingly and endearingly buzzy at the lowest tones. Bassoons have
two reeds made from springy cane which vibrate when the player
blows into them. This makes the air column inside the instrument
resonate.

The clarinet has a single reed to create vibrations in a similar way, and
the player can lower the note we hear by closing off holes in the
instrument to make the air column longer.

Latest clarinet and bassoon science:
• Scientists at the University of New South Wales studying the

complex techniques involved in playing the clarinet created a
robotic clarinet player that managed to master Flight of the
Bumblebee. See and hear it here:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mAIeTm4lO5Q

• A clarinet (mainly cylindrical shape) tends to be quieter than a
(mainly conical) saxophone, because the flared shape of the sax
radiates sound better.

• A contrabassoon can play a note as low as 29 Hz. When this
note is played loudly, you may be able to hear the individual pulses of high
pressure emitted as the reed opens and closes 29 times per second.
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Horn

When the horn section adds its distinctive blast to that of the other
brass instruments, we hear the orchestra at its most powerful – as in
the themes of Mars and Jupiter in The Planets. But the horn also shows
its softer side in the tranquil solo that begins Venus. How does one
instrument have such different characters?

The answer is all to do with the way brass instruments respond to being
played softly and loudly. The horn player’s vibrating lips make the air in the
horn’s long tube resonate. When the player blows softly, we hear the
mellow, simple sound of one main note, as the column of air vibrates at a
single frequency.

When the player blows hard for a loud note, their lips energetically vibrate
open and closed. These closures create complex extra high-frequency
harmonics as well as the main note, adding the brighter, brassier tone to
the sound. In addition, the high-frequency elements sound louder because
they fall in a range to which our ears are most sensitive.

Horn playing might sound serene, but players are constantly making
adjustments to stay in tune. The valves add extra loops of tubing to the
horn’s length to change the pitch of the note, while players can also make
more subtle shifts using their mouths and the shape of their right hand
inside the instrument’s bell.

Latest horn science
• To test the effects of different hand shapes in the bell of the horn, scientists

in Australia made casts of horn-players hands out of ballistics gel usually
used to simulate bullet wounds. Scientific paper here
http://www.phys.unsw.edu.au/jw/reprints/DellISMA2010.pdf

• Horn, celeste and flute – by giving these three instruments similar phrases
to play simultaneously, composer Maurice Ravel made it sound as though
an entirely new instrument was playing in his famous piece Bolero. Research
suggests that when sounds are merged together our brains can’t unpick
them, interpreting them as a new instrument altogether.
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Trumpet, trombone and tuba

We feel the full force of the brass section in The Planets’ opening
movement Mars, again in Jupiter and then Uranus. What makes the
trumpet, trombone and tuba so powerful?

The key to the loud, bright sound of brass is in
the bell at the end of each instrument. Its
shape is designed to throw sound out to the
listener, which it does most effectively for the
higher-frequency harmonics of each note –
just in the range where we hear best.

To make a note, brass players blow into the
curled-up tube of their instrument, making a

buzzing sound with their lips. This makes the air column inside vibrate at a
constant frequency. The pitch of the note is governed by the length of the
tube, as well as the tension in the player’s lips. At about 1.5 metres long, a
trumpet’s deepest frequencies are much higher than those of the trombone
(up to 3 metres long) and the tuba (an incredible 5.5 metres).

Brass players skilfully fine-tune the note they’re playing with their mouths.
But to play the full set of notes, they need to use valves that add an extra
length of pipe. On the trombone, instead of valves, the player can lengthen
the tube by pushing out the slide.

Latest trumpet and trombone science:
• Trombonists can play so loudly that they cause a shock wave travelling

faster than the speed of sound. See it here
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-13574197

• Scientists at the University of Nantes invented artificial lips made of thin
latex tubes, filled with water, to simulate a trumpet-player’s lips and
experiment with the buzzing sound they make. Find out more here.
http://www2.ph.ed.ac.uk/acoustics/research/vibratinglips.html

• Trombones could produce the full 12 semitones of the scale decades before
other brass instruments because of their slide action.

© Yamaha
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Harp

The harp’s other-worldly sound is perfect for The Planets, adding
beauty to Venus andmystery to Saturn. In Neptune, the harps take the
tune early on, and later play characteristic cascading arpeggios.

The orchestral harp has 47 strings – but it doesn’t have a string tuned to
every semitone, like the piano does. Instead, the player uses seven pedals to
bring the harp into the same key as the rest of the orchestra. Each pedal
changes the tuning of all the strings that play the same note – so, for
example, turning all the Fs to F sharps.

When the harpist plucks a string, it starts vibrating. It’s the length of the
string, its tension and thickness, that govern the frequency of that vibration,
and therefore the note we hear.

Longer strings mean lower-frequency notes, ideal for playing chords to
support the harmonies carried by other instruments. In the middle range,
the harp is the most resonant and can play runs of notes as well as chords.
At the top end of the range, the notes don’t ring as much, so they are best
for adding a ‘ping’ to the notes of a melody played by another instrument.

Latest harp science:
• Carbon fibre is the latest material being used by harp-makers to strengthen

the instrument’s soundboard. The tension of the strings on the soundboard
can sometimes cause it to split.

• Bjork’s latest tour included a gravity harp – an instrument featuring four
colossal pendulums, each fitted with eleven harp
strings that are plucked as the pendulums swing.
It was developed by Andy Cavatorta fromMIT
Media Lab. See it in action here.
http://www.newyorker.com/online/blogs/cultur
e/2012/03/inventing-bjorks-instrument.html and
get a sense of the scale of the pendulums here:
http://andycavatorta.com/2011/07/02/gravity-
harps/
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Celeste and organ

The celeste, whose namemeans ‘heavenly’, gets a rare chance to shine
in The Planets. During Mercury, the solo celeste picks up a melody that
skips all around the orchestra. In Neptune, its shimmering sound adds
extra magic to the harp’s tone. At the other end of the scale, the organ
injects depth during Mars, Saturn and Neptune, and adds an almost
electronic texture inWorlds, Stars, Systems, Infinity.

The celeste’s keyboard is similar to that of a piano, but inside, there are steel
plates instead of strings. When the celeste player presses a key, a hammer
inside the instrument strikes a plate tuned to play a particular note. The
plates are suspended over wooden boxes that resonate with the sound,
amplifying it naturally.

The organ also has a keyboard like a piano – in fact it might have two or
three manuals, plus another array of keys that the organist plays using their
feet. When the player presses a key, it allows air to blow into a pipe tuned to
a particular note. By using the organ’s stops, the player can choose between
pipes that sound very different – some which contain a reed like a clarinet,
and others that work more like a recorder.

Latest organ science:
• Some church organ pipes are so long that they can emit infrasound – notes

lower than 20Hz. We can’t hear these sounds, but scientists think they may
still cause us feelings of awe and anxiety, shivers and strange sensations.

• Musician Sarah Angliss carried out the biggest-ever infrasound experiment
during two concerts at the Purcell Room, using a specially made sewer-pipe
instrument that played a sound at 17.4Hz See her instrument here
http://www.sarahangliss.com/infrasonic-the-pipe

1http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:OrgueSaintThomas
Strasbourg.jpg 
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Percussion and timpani

Drums like rifle-shots, the silvery glockenspiel, a jingling triangle,
crashing cymbals, and the boom of timpani – The Planetsmakes full use
of the percussion section. DuringWorlds, Stars, Systems, Infinity, the
players are even busier. What are the secrets to these instruments’
sounds?

With their rich timbre, the timpani are the only tuned orchestral drum. The
timpanist can change the pitch of the drum using a pedal, stretching the
skin for a higher note. Snare drums aren’t tuned – but have a set of metal
snares against the underside that give the bright sizzle to every drum beat.

At the high end of the percussion’s range is the glockenspiel, also known as
orchestral bells. Its short, flat metal bars are designed to ring out at a
specific pitch. The triangle, meanwhile, is an untuned metal bar whose
sound is a mixture of many harmonics. If it were straight, it would make the
same sound.

The shimmering sound of cymbals comes from chaotic vibrations in the thin
metal of which they’re made. Instruments like bells and gongs also create
lots of harmonics in addition to their main tone, creating their metallic
quality.

Latest percussion science:

• Researchers have developed a drum-teaching robotic arm that lets a
percussion student feel what good technique is like. The arm is fitted with a
drumstick, which the trainee holds while the robot plays a beat speeding up
the learning process. http://www.engadget.com/2008/03/12/robotic-drum-
teacher-trains-the-next-bonham/

• It’s notoriously difficult to simulate certain sounds on computers, which is
why pre-recorded samples are used. But programmers are now learning
how to generate sounds that follow a few simple mathematical rules –
including the sounds of rushing water and crashing cymbals.

© Bell Percussion
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Choir

We don’t see the singers at any point during The Planets – but we hear
them in the final minutes of Neptune. They feature again during
Worlds, Stars, Systems, Infinity. What creates the special sound of the
human voice?

The choir in The Planets consist only of women’s voices, divided into two
groups. In Neptune, they sing similar phrases in response to each other – a
technique called antiphony often found in religious music. Later, the voices
glissando inWorlds, Stars, Systems, Infinity, sliding from one note to another.

In singing and speech, air from the lungs is forced between the vocal folds
(or vocal cords), making them vibrate. The pitch of the note depends on
howmuch the vocal folds are tensed, how they are positioned, and how
much air pressure is applied.

In women’s voices, the lowest notes are sung in the chest register, vibrating
the whole vocal cord. At higher notes, sung in the head register, the singer
uses less than the full length and breadth of the vocal fold. Between these
registers, there’s a break in the voice which singers can learn to disguise so
the listener doesn’t notice it – even during a glissando.

Latest choral science
• Choral singing releases the bonding chemical oxytocin into the brain,

improves mood, and can even bolster the singers’ immune systems,
scientists have found.

• As you hear the choir’s fading voices, you may experience chills in the back
of your neck. According to researchers, evolution has given us a special
sensitivity to music that we perceive communicates loss or separation.
http://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/why-music-moves-
us/201106/musical-thrills-and-chills
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Violin and viola

The Planets showcases all the key techniques on the violin and viola,
with soaring melodies in Venus, playful plucked notes in Mercury and
tapped rhythms in Mars. So what are the scientific secrets of these
instruments?

Violins and violas are built to
maximise the sound we hear when
the player bows or plucks a string.
The string’s vibrations travel into the
instrument’s shapely, hollow body,
whose vibrating area is large enough
to produce loud sound waves.

When a player bows a note on the
string, they create a steady vibration
called a standing wave. A string’s
length, thickness and tension affect
the pitch of the note, with the viola’s

longer and thicker strings sounding a
fifth lower than the violin’s. To play a
higher note, the player presses down on a string to make it shorter and
create a higher-frequency wave.

But it’s vibrato that really makes string instruments sound special - when
the player subtly wobbles the finger that’s pressing on the string. This
technique changes the harmonics and resonances that we hear – and with
thirty or more violinists all playing together, the effect is complex and
wonderful.

Latest violin and viola science:
• Japanese researchers are testing violin strings made of spider silk. Reports

say the strings have a brilliant and bright sound – as well as being incredibly
strong and long-lasting.
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-17232058

• In right-handed string-players, the brain area devoted to controlling the
left-hand fingers is larger than that of the right hand. The size is
proportional to the age at which the player took up the instrument.

© Sean Bishop
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Cellos and Double Bass

Cellos take centre-stage in Venus, playing expressive melodies in one
of the most peaceful movements of The Planets. The larger double
basses give of their best at the opening of Saturn with a sonorous
melody of their own, before returning to a more customary role adding
depth and warmth to the orchestra’s sound.

Like all string instruments in the
orchestra, cellos and double basses have
a hollow wooden body that acts to
transmit some of the vibrations of the
strings into the air. Many basses are
made using strong sycamore wood for
the back and neck, but softer pine for the
front of the instrument. Pine’s felicity
gives the bass extra resonance.

Cellos’ strings are tuned an octave below
those of the viola, while the double bass
strings are nearly an octave lower again.
The double bass is the deepest of the
string instruments but it can nonetheless
have an extension added to give the
lowest string an extra few notes.

Latest cello and double bass science:
• The sound of a cello ‘looks like honey’,

according to scientist Julian Asher, who is
investigating the genetic roots of the
crossover of senses called synaesthesia.
http://blogs.discovermagazine.com/80be
ats/2009/02/09/revealed-the-genetic-
root-of-seeing-sounds-and-tasting-
colors/

• The pin that supports the double bass
can make the stage resonate, like a tuning fork on a tabletop, radiating an
extra sound pressure to the audience. See and hear investigating scientist
Knut Guettler playing the double bass here.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yL3tlA-GfQE

© The Contrabasse Shoppe Ltd
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The Conductor

Being a conductor is a high energy job, requiring confidence and concentration.
Esa-Pekka Salonen, the conductor you will see in Universe of Sound says that,
“Whatever energy you give you get back double – it’s an exhilarating feeling
getting all that energy from the orchestra.”

The role of conductor is vital to an orchestra – they shape the music, its speed,
volume, phrasing and articulation – communicating a unique interpretation of the
music to the expert players in the orchestra. But how?

Before the piece starts, the conductor sets the tempo of the piece by
signalling an upbeat with their baton. The way the baton moves also tells
the orchestra what kind of sound the conductor wants, and how loud.

The other hand is free to communicate with the players – cueing a solo,
expressing a mood or shaping a phrase. Eye contact tells the players that
the conductor is listening intently, while facial expressions put across the
conductor’s aspiration for how the piece will unfold.

Subtle gestures remind players of details covered in rehearsal, and bring out
the different layers of the music. But the bond between conductor and
orchestra is so strong that even a conductor’s intake of breath can
sometimes tell the players when or how to play.

Latest conducting science
• Conductors train themselves to be able to listen and look at the same time,

brain scans have shown. Most people have to give less attention to what
they’re seeing in order to focus on what they’re hearing – but conductors’
brains are wired to cope with both.
http://tierneylab.blogs.nytimes.com/2008/01/18/figaro-figaro-training-the-
multitasking-brain/

• Psychologists have found that the human brain is good at remembering the
original speed of well-known songs. But the Philharmonia’s Principal
Conductor, Esa-Pekka Salonen, has such a powerful memory for tempo that
the Philharmonia often finds that each performance of a piece as long as
The Planets lasts the same length of time within seconds.

• Motion capture techniques familiar from computer games and films are
shedding light on conducting. New York University’s motion capture lab
recorded and analysed the extraordinary range of gestures made by
conductor Alan Gilbert, as he worked with the New York Philharmonic. See
how here http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2012/04/06/arts/music/the-
connection-between-gesture-and-music.html?ref=music and read a related
article here http://www.nytimes.com/2012/04/08/arts/music/breaking-
conductors-down-by-gesture-and-body-part.html?pagewanted=all
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Conducting activities

Here are two conducting activities which can be tried with your class.

Hi-ya

All the participants stand in a circle. The conductor shows a ‘hi-ya’ karate chop
which everyone must do simultaneously (i.e. not copying the leader, but
simultaneouslywith the conductor). Everyone must say ‘hi-ya’ when they do the
action. Anyone in the group can conduct, and everyone tries to work out what the
conductor needs to do to help the group work together.

• When is it easy to follow the conductor and when is it difficult?
• What does the conductor do to make it easier or more difficult?
• Can a conductor change the speed of the ‘hi-ya’ with everyone following

just through their movements?
• Can the conductor change the volume of the ‘hi-ya’ just through their

movements?

Do you notice if Esa-Pekka Salonen ever does a ‘Hi-ya’ in Universe of Sound?

Creating an orchestra

One person is chosen to be the conductor; the rest of the group becomes the
orchestra. The orchestra chooses instruments to play (which may include
instruments they’re learning), and should certainly include some pitched
instruments (e.g. xylophones or glockenspiels). The orchestra should organise
themselves into groups facing the conductor.

The conductor tries to make the orchestra play in different ways just through their
actions. If the conductor doesn’t know what to do, they can always begin with the
‘hi-ya’ action above and see what happens. What actions would make the
orchestra:

• Start playing?
• Stop playing?
• Play loud?
• Play quiet?
• Play something

wobbly/shaky?
• Play something smooth?
• Play a short sound?
• Make one group play, but

no-one else?

What kinds of actions does Esa-Pekka Salonen use to make the orchestra play
in different ways? Do you notice him making eye-contact with individual
players just before or during a solo?

© Benjamin Ealovega
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Section 2:

Gustav Holst & The Planets
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Gustav Holst (1874-1934)

Despite Gustav Holst’s Germanic name, he is definitely a very English composer.
His family had been in England since the early 19th century, but they kept using
more traditional German names for their children – in fact Holst was christened
‘Gustav von Holst’, but dropped the ‘von’ during the First World War. The work
which catapulted Holst to fame amongst the general public was The Planets, but he
was uncomfortable with the success, saying:

It’s the greatest thing to be a failure. If nobody likes your work, you
have to go on just for the sake of the work. And you’re in no danger of
letting the public make you repeat yourself. Every artist ought to pray that
he may not be ‘a success’.

Holst always followed his own path, both in music and in life. When he was
growing up, the biggest influence on British music was Edward Elgar. Elgar wrote
in a very traditional 19th century style, which borrowed a lot from German music.
Holst looked to different places for inspiration. He became interested in traditional
English folksong, as well as ancient Indian legends from theMahabharata. In fact
he even learnt to read the ancient Indian language of Sanskrit so he could work
from the original version.

He was very interested in people regardless of background, and wanting music to
be for everyone to enjoy and take part in, not just for the elite. It was quite natural
that, after finishing studying, he moved into teaching: initially at James Allen’s Girls
School in Dulwich, then St Pauls Girls School andMorley College in Lambeth,

Picture by Herbert Lambert (1881–1936)
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where he taught adult amateurs. He was an unconventional teacher, believing in
doing rather than using textbooks (“remember, whatever you do, never open a
textbook on harmony” he said to his daughter); he encouraged his students to
compose and learn from the experience.

Even after the phenomenal success of The Planets, he still taught. He treated all
music-making as equally worthwhile: one night he would be conducting a
renowned symphony orchestra, the next day he would be teaching the students at
St Pauls and the amateurs at Morley College. What mattered to him was the
integrity of the music-making – the striving for excellence and the enjoyment in
doing so.

Due to his teaching commitments, he could only compose during the weekends
and summer holidays, and it took him two years to write The Planets (1914-1916).
He had to wait until 1920 for the first complete performance of the work which was
a popular and critical success leading to many further performances.

He was deeply uncomfortable with the resulting popularity and would appear
resentful and distant during the rapturous applause after a performance. He would
become inhibited when interviewed and photographed, constantly watching the
clock, and fidgeting, with reporters barely able to get a word out of him.

It was the music which mattered to Holst, not the publicity. He was happiest
composing – meticulously working through his musical ideas, which were leading
to a more austere and refined music. But audiences were confused: they wanted
more of the direct, exciting music of The Planets.

His later music was not popular, with critics complaining it was too intellectual. But
Holst really didn’t mind. Without the pressure of popularity, he was free to
compose what he wanted, not produce a product for others to like. He was still
successful, with commissions and performances, and able to give up such a heavy
teaching load to concentrate on composing.

Further Listening

Holst was a modest man and a fierce individualist, but also very generous and
enthusiastic with his students. He wrote many works apart from The Planets, here
are some to which you might listen:

Holst and the exotic: Beni Mora (1909-10)

Holst and the folk song: Somerset Rhapsody (1906-7)

Holst and the voice: The Hymn of Jesus (1920)

Music written for Holst’s students: St Paul’s Suite (1912-13)

The later, sparer Holst style: Egdon Heath (1927)
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The Planets

Holst began writing The Planets in 1914, just before the start of the First World War,
and, due to his many teaching commitments, didn’t finish the piece until 1916. His
starting point was not the science of the planets, but astrology. He wasn’t
interested in fortune-telling but felt that horoscopes cast a revealing light on his
friends’ characters – for instance, why some succeeded and others did not.

The astrological character of each planet was just the starting point for the work,
and Holst developed the pieces without further reference to astrology at all.
Throughout the movements, Holst takes us from the physical world (warlike Mars,
abundant Jupiter) to the mystical or spiritual (magical Uranus, mystical Neptune).
This creates a journey through the whole work, which lasts roughly 50 minutes,
and ends with the disembodied voices of an off-stage choir becoming quieter and
quieter until the sound finally disappears – the physical world finally vanishes as it
must do for all of us.

But, in Universe of Sound, the choir instead provides a link to a new piece by Joby
Talbot calledWorlds, Stars, Systems Infinity. You can find more about the piece and
the composer by going to Section 3.

The following is a brief outline of each movement followed by some activities.
These are:

In the exhibition: bullet point suggestions for things to look and listen out for when
you visit the exhibition

Activity for listening: a practical classroom activity which will enable students to get
to know the piece better. These activities use instruments and voices – they are
not for simply listening to the music, but aim to recreate some of it in the
classroom. Through these, students will recognise some of the music when they
visit.

Compositional extensions: Ideas for extending the Activities for listeningmaterial
into compositional work.

There are also three larger composition activities outlined in Section 4.
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The musical language of The Planets

There are several key musical features in The Planets which make great starting
points for compositional work:

• Two harmonies which alternate for a while before changing (e.g. in
Neptune, Saturn and Venus). For instance, here are the two chords which
Holst repeats for 26 bars at the beginning of Saturn before the music moves
on (you can hear this extract at: www.universeofsound.co.uk/extracts):

• Ostinati (repeated patterns) which have some irregularity, for instance the
5/4 rhythm used throughout Mars, or the semiquaver patterns in Jupiter
below. Here, a three note figure repeats within a four note rhythmic unit,
and in addition, Holst has several instruments (flutes in this case) play the
pattern all starting at different times, creating a brilliant, energetic
fluttering.

• Rhythms in different parts which don’t quite fit together: for instance
combining a two beat pattern with a five beat pattern in Mars (see extract at
www.universeofsound.co.uk/extracts ):

• Placing several musical ideas in layers on top of each other. All the parts fit
with the same overall harmony, but can be rhythmically quite independent.
Look at this extract from Saturn, the flutes, horns, harps and bells all form
different layers, with the slow melody in the lower wind and brass:
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The layering and ostinato techniques Holst used were quite new at the time, but
today they are often the mainstay of much of the music we hear: pop music is often
created out of riffs (ostinati) and layers.
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• Some really great tunes, which sometimes feel they are influenced by British
Folk Song (which Holst was interested in). Here’s one of the themes from
Neptune, which manages to be both folk-like and also harmonically more
advanced at the same time (see www.universeofsound.co.uk/extracts):
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Mars, the Bringer of War.

Mars is probably the best known piece in The Planets, having been used many
times in film and on TV. It is a remarkable piece for its time: nothing written by an
English composer before 1914 sounds remotely like it. Many have felt it represents
the First World War (though it was written just before it started) or the
dehumanising rise of heavy industry, which many felt was beneficial, but of which
Holst was suspicious.

In the exhibition listen and watch for:
• The repeated rhythmwhich is used for most of the piece
• The timpani playing with wooden sticks at the opening, giving a drier

quality sound
• The strings playing col legno at the opening: with the wood of the bow,

instead of the hair. This creates an eerie tapping sound.
• The very close canon between euphonium and trumpet. They’re playing

the same fanfare – which gradually gets higher and more intense – but very
close together, as if chasing each other.

• In the slower, quieter middle section listen for the side drum quietly tapping
in the background – could this be distant gun shots?

• When the opening music returns it’s played very loudly by the whole
orchestra. The trumpets play the repeated march rhythm, swapping
between pairs of players. If you watch you’ll see the change – how well do
the players match their sound? Would you know they’d changed if you
had your eyes closed?

• The enormous climax at the end (marked ƒ ƒ ƒ ƒ – very loud indeed!)
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Activity for listening: Marching Mars (1)

• Use this activity to help students learn some of the material before coming
to the exhibition. This will help them recognise musical elements during
the visit.

You will need:
• A recording of Mars from The Planets or use the Mars extracts at

www.universeofsound.co.uk/extracts

Mars is a march, but instead of being in 2/4 (two beats in a bar) it is in 5/4 (five
beats in a bar). Holst uses a very insistent rhythm throughout the piece.

Play the opening of the piece to the class and practice counting the five beats
along with the rhythm. Now try clapping the rhythm together. Can anyone think
of some words which would fit with this rhythm? They don’t have to be about
Mars, but probably something war-like and fierce would be appropriate, for
instance:

Learn the words and chant them together as a whole class.

Mars sounds so dramatic partly because some of the elements don’t fit together –
notes are dissonant, clashing together, or rhythms don’t fit with one another. Holst
uses another rhythmwhich works against the 5/4 rhythm above. It lasts two beats
and fits over two bars of the original rhythm instead of just one. Here’s the rhythm
with a few words to start – the class can invent the rest:

(This rhythm comes fairly close to the beginning, after some fanfares and a big held
chord. It’s first played by the trombones, then horns)

Practise the two chants as a whole class and then try them together in two groups.
Listen to the whole piece; can everyone hear where the rhythms occur? Try saying
your words along with the music.

Composition extensions
You can try the rhythms above on instruments instead of voices. The composition
activity Marching Mars (2) extends the rhythmic work here.
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Venus, the Bringer of Peace

Venus is the exact opposite of Mars: it is
beautiful, slow, mostly quiet and peaceful.
The piece moves steadily through a series of
very simple orchestral textures: gentle
accompaniments often involving the harps
and horns over which a series of melodies flow,
often played by solo instruments. Though on
the whole calm, there are also occasional
emotional outbursts.

Holst’s use of the orchestra is in contrast to
Mars (where everyone plays together a lot of
the time). In Venus, he can reduce the number
of players involved to make small chamber
ensembles - at one point a solo violin melody is
accompanied by just the oboes and cor anglais
(just 5 players out of this whole massive
orchestra).

In the exhibition listen and watch for:
• The solo instruments often playing the melody. The first is a French horn,

then short solos for glockenspiel and celeste, before the French horn again.
What are the next solo instruments to play?

• The number of times the horn solo is heard during the piece. Is this
melody heard on any other instruments?

• The smallest number of instruments playing together at any moment.
• The 13 notes played by the glockenspiel in the whole movement.
• Which brass players are involved in the piece?
• In the last section, various instruments are given faster decorative music to

play. The harp starts this off – What other instruments play as well?

© NASA Planetary Photojournal
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Activity for Listening: Venus – Beautiful accompaniments

• Use this activity to help students learn some of the material before coming
to the exhibition. This will help them recognise musical elements during
the visit.

You will need:
• a recording of Venus from The Planets for the first example and

www.universeofsound.co.uk/extracts for the second.
• Pitched instruments – which could be percussion or instruments the

children are learning.
• Unpitched percussion if there is not enough pitched percussion for

everyone

The musical ideas in Venus are simple and beautiful. But, without listening really
carefully it is easy to miss the contrasts in the piece. This exercise is to help identify
two key features which give the music a sense of direction.

The class will need to learn to sing two of the themes from the piece which can be
taught from the notes below, or are quite easy to find in the piece itself. They
should write some words for these melodies, about peace and tranquillity, which
they can sing.

1. The horn solo from the opening:
(Melody 1)

2. The solo violin melody
heard further on in the
piece:
(Melody 2)

To give a sense of contrast, Holst uses two types of accompaniment. In the section
with melody 1 the accompaniment is on the beat, whereas in the next section
(melody 2) the accompaniment is off beat. This makes the music in the first section
sound very steady, and in the second it has a greater sense of momentum, of
pushing forward.

Create an accompaniment for the two melodies. Chords for this are below, in on-
the-beat and off-the-beat versions. They could be played on chime bars (notes are
D, F, A and B) or on unpitched instruments.

On-the-beat accompaniment for Off-the-beat accompaniment for
Melody 1 Melody 2
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Put the melody together with its appropriate accompaniment. Half the class can
sing, half can play instruments. See if everyone can move smoothly from one
melody to the next and back again, with the accompaniment changing as well,
always keeping the music as gentle as possible.

Now listen to the piece and see if you can spot both types of accompaniment and
the two melodies. Near the end, another type of accompaniment is used – what’s
this one like?

Composition extension
Encourage the class to become familiar with on the beat and off the beat
accompaniments by clapping these rhythms regularly (e.g. as part of a regular
warm-up). Songwriting could then be explored with students using these different
accompaniments to support their composed melodies and deciding which work
best.
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Mercury, the Winged Messenger

Mercury is fast and unpredictable. The music rushes around jumping from one
instrument to another – it’s unusual in this movement to have the same
instruments playing together for more than a few bars at a time. But the piece also
uses some other unusual features to create a feeling of energetic impulsiveness:

• Holst uses chords which do not belong in the same key together (e.g. G
minor and E major).

• Rhythmically, he divides the bar up in different ways, creating a great sense
of energy (e.g. a bar with six quavers in it can either be 3/4 or 6/8).

In the exhibition listen and watch for:
• The musical ideas jumping from one group of instruments to another. This

is particularly obvious with the woodwind, but you’ll also see the harps
sharing ideas.

• The solo violin melody which is passed around the orchestra eight times.
Who else plays this tune, and which instruments accompany each
repeat?

• The very fast repeated note as an accompaniment. First it’s on solo violin,
then glockenspiel, and later in timpani.

• The contrabassoon solo at the end.
• The cor anglais, bass oboe, contrabassoon, bass clarinet are all used in this

piece. These instruments are more unusual visitors to the orchestra. Can
you spot where they play?

© NASA/Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory/Carnegie Institution of
Washington
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Activity for Listening: Mercury – Musical Messages (1)

• Use this activity to help students learn some of the material before coming
to the exhibition. This will help them recognise musical elements during
the visit.

You will need:
• A recording of Mercury from The Planets.
• Chime bars or other instruments which play the notes G, Bb, D, E, G# and B.

If you don’t have instruments playing Bb or G#, use B and G instead.
• Unpitched percussion if there aren’t enough pitched instruments to go

around.

This activity passes musical ideas around groups of instruments, which is exactly
what Holst does in the movement. For this to work, it’s vital that everyone is
thinking at the same speed and is ready to play their bit at the right moment!

The class splits into four groups. Each one is given chime bars/pitched percussion
to play the following notes:

Groups 1 & 3: G minor (G, Bb and D)
Groups 2 & 4: E major (E, G# and B)

If there aren’t enough chimes bars for everyone, then use unpitched percussion
instruments, but make sure each group just gets one type of instrument (e.g. group
1 – tambourines, group 2 – drums, etc).

Set a steady, slow beat with your hands or an instrument. Count out four beats,
over and over again – each group plays on their number. As they get the hang of
this, gradually speed up – how fast can the whole group go without falling apart?

Now, each group is going to work out some linking music to play just after their
chord, so that there are no gaps in the music. To start this, Instead of counting 1, 2,
3, 4, count repeatedly, emphasising the numbers in bold:

1 2 3 2 2 3 3 2 3 4 2 3

In each group, most of the players will play in the main beats (in bold above). But
others will play on the subsidiary beats instead or as well. The groups can work out
for themselves which instruments/players do what.

Practice with all four groups, again starting very slowly and getting faster. How
fast can you all get this time?

Now listen to a recording of Mercury to hear Holst making the music jump from
one instrument to another.
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Composition extension
Smaller groups can keep playing the material above, making sure they link
between each group. Other students can compose or improvise melodies above
this accompaniment. The melodies could be played or sung.

See also Musical Messages (2) game in Section 4
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Jupiter, The Bringer of Jollity

Jupiter is one of the most well known
pieces in The Planets. Its most famous
melody, heard in the middle, was later
arranged as the hymn ‘I vow to thee
my country’ although apparently Holst
never liked the words. The music in
the movement is often exuberant and
bold, and this is the first time since
Mars that all the brass gets to play
together again. The piece is in several
sections, each with a big tune, and
you’ll hear these melodies returning in
the second half (after ‘I vow to thee
my country’).

In the exhibition listen and watch for:
• The French horns playing some big melodies loudly and in unison. This is a

very distinctive sound – bold and heroic.
• The timpani players playing melodically – which is unusual for the

instrument. They play entire melodies or bass lines, splitting the notes
between the two players.

• A timpanist suddenly playing a drum behind him.
• Which other percussion is used during the movement?
• The section just before the end in which the lowest instruments have the

melody whilst everyone else players very fast swirling patterns
• Some very fast pizzicato (plucking) on violas and celli at one point.

© NASA/JPL/University of Arizona
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Activity for Listening: Jupiter – The Jolly Postman

• Use this activity to help students learn some of the material before coming
to the exhibition. This will help them recognise musical elements during
the visit.

You will need:
• A recording of Jupiter from The Planets. The extract for ‘I vow to thee my

country’ is at www.universeofsound.co.uk/extracts

There are several very strong melodies in Jupiter and they are often related to each
other. Here is the first part of ‘I vow to thee my country’:

I vow to thee, my country, all earthly things above,
Entire and whole and perfect, the service of my love;

Holst didn’t like the words; perhaps your class can write some new ones which he
would like: reading the biography in Section 2 to find out more about him may
give you some ideas.

The first three notes of this melody are the same as the Postman Pat theme tune,
but a bit slower. Lots of the other melodies in Jupiter are related to this tune either
by the rhythm, or the pitches of both.

Listen to the movement and try and fit the words ‘Postman Pat’ to each of the
tunes you hear. Which ones use the same rhythms? Which ones use the same
pitches?

Here are some of the melodies from Jupiter. Hopefully you can see that they all
start with the same rhythm (two quavers and a crotchet), and the second and third
have very nearly the same pitches as Postman Pat (a third followed by a second).

First heard on the
horns

First heard on horns
and violins
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First heard, loudly, on horns and strings:

Have a go at writing your own words for the other melodies in the movement and
then listen to it and see if you can hear all these tunes.

Compositional extension
The class creates some words – perhaps a two or three line poem about one of the
planets. Decide on the first three notes of the melody together – this could be
sung. In small groups, the students continue the rest of the melody, keeping the
same opening. This could be done vocally, on tuned percussion or on keyboards.
Each group compares their melodies.
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Saturn, the Bringer of Old Age

Saturn was Holst’s favourite movement in The Planets and in some ways it looks
towards the style of his later music: a sparse music in which the inessential had
been pruned away. Although like Venus it is slow, it is a very different piece.
Rather than beautiful, it is serious and subdued. It sounds like a procession - there
is the feeling of old, heavy footsteps through most of it. Holst very carefully uses
his instruments, creating some very distinctive colours in the orchestra, but always
to enhance the solemn mood. However, towards the end the mood lightens, as if
the troubles of old age have gone.

In the exhibition listen and watch for:
• The very unusual low flute writing during the piece, including the alto flute
• The very distinctive fragile and tired sound of the double basses, who play

the first real melody of the piece.
• The eerie bass oboe sound, which has a couple of solos in the piece.
• The huge climax involving the full orchestra and the tubular bells (which are

not heard anywhere else in The Planets). These bells are, unusually, low
pitched – the sound they produce is perfect for the piece.

• The beautiful, radiant ending, which grows bigger and bigger as Holst adds
more and more accompaniment layers on different instruments.

• During this final section the organist plays the melody (along with the string
section) – but with his feet, not his hands.

© NASA/JPL/Space Science Institute
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Activity for Listening: Saturn – Haunting Harmonies (1)

• Use this activity to help students learn some of the material before coming
to the exhibition. This will help them recognise musical elements during
the visit.

You will need:
• A recording of Saturn, or the opening section extract at

www.universeofsound.co.uk/extracts
• Pitched instruments with the notes: Eb, F, G, A and B (chimes bars are fine)
• Further pitched instruments with F, B and C (chime bars are fine)

Here is a slightly altered version of the opening. The accompaniment is on the top
line, and the melody on the second line.

To create the accompaniment three players, or groups of players, have two notes
each. Group 1 has F & Eb, Group 2 has A and G, Group 3 has B and A.

Set up a steady beat of four. This table shows when each group plays their
accompaniment, so that two alternating chords are created changing on the
second and fourth beat of every bar. Holst continues this accompaniment for
twenty six bars at a slow tempo (how does this relate to the idea of old age?):

Beat 1 2 3 4
Group 1 F Eb
Group 2 A G
Group 3 B A

Once the class has worked out the accompaniment, listen to the opening of the
movement and play along, listening very carefully to make sure there’s no
speeding up.

The melody played by the double basses is only three pitches: F, B & C. Perhaps on
other instruments students can listen and work out what this melody is, or they can
create their own so that it fits with the accompaniment they’ve just made.

Listening to the rest of the movement, Holst develops the chords, melody and
texture. He adds more instruments, adds another layer playing on the first and
third beats of every bar and later on he plays the chords as arpeggios. Students
could try some of these approaches having first listened to the movement.

Compositional extension
See Haunting Harmonies (2)
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Uranus, the Magician

With Uranus, The Planets suite moves from the physical world to the
magical/spiritual. Some have noticed that it has similarities with The Sorcerer’s
Apprentice (which many people know from the Disney film ‘Fantasia’). Both pieces
feature the bassoon, and have a slightly rollicking, heavy-footed march-like feel in
places. Uranus however, is also built upon a version of Holst’s name:

GuStAv Holst – GSAH (in Russian S = Eb, in German H = B)

The piece opens with these four notes G, Eb, A, B blasted out by the brass –
perhaps it’s the magician making an incantation! – and are heard in many places
during the piece.

In the exhibition listen and watch for:
• The bassoons playing as a solo group towards the beginning of the

movement
• The xylophone being used for the first time in the whole piece
• The solo tuba intoning Holst’s musical name at one point
• The organ glissando at the massive climax the piece builds to (a ‘glissando’

is a slide up the keys)
• The Holst musical name being played at different speeds and in different

ways. Sometimes it is so fast it just becomes a flurry of movement (for
instance, when it’s passed between the wind instruments) or a violent
beating on drums. In other places it can be heard clearly – which
instrument plays it very quietly at the end?
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Activity for Listening: Uranus – Musical Bingo

• Use this activity to help students learn some of the material before coming
to the exhibition. This will help them recognise musical elements during
the visit.

You will need:
• A recording of Uranus from The Planetswhen listening to the whole

movement; the extract online at www.universeofsound.co.uk/extracts of
Esa-Pekka Salonen conducting the opening

• Instruments which can play the notes G, Eb, A and B

Holst incorporates his name into the piece. Gustav Holst becomes G S A H. S is Eb
in Russian, H is B in German:

This idea is used in many guises during the piece. At the very opening it is
declaimed (like an incantation) by the brass. Sometimes it becomes part of the
accompaniment; sometimes it is an interjection by the timpani, played so fast it
cannot be recognised; sometimes it a flurry of movement passed between the
wind instruments. Near the end it is played very quietly – but by what instrument?

The class try singing or playing along with the opening four notes G, Eb, A and B. If
singing, they might want to create some words for this tune.

Having learnt these notes, listen to the movement trying to spot the different ways
Holst uses the tune. It could even turn into a class bingo game. Here are some of
the ways you might hear the tune:

• Brass very loud and slow
• Played by low brass (tubas then trombones)
• Played by bassoons and double bass
• Played by the bassoon and double bassoon
• Played by solo tuba
• As a repeated accompaniment pattern
• As a very fast woodwind flurry
• Pounded out by the timpani very fast
• Played by the harp

As a class, see if you can spot all these when listening to the piece.

Composition extension
Students create a musical version of their name using the letters A-G, with S being
Eb, B being Bb and H being B. In small groups decide on which musical name they
like best, and how to perform it to represent that person’s character. Is it fast, slow,
jumpy, beautiful, scary? Perhaps they could also work on the teacher’s name.
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Neptune, the Mystic

The final movement of Holst’s The
Planets is quiet and magical
throughout. Like Mars, the piece is in
5/4, but the effect is entirely different.
Holst alternates pairs of chords which
are not in the same key – three beats on
one, two beats on the other. The effect
is contemplative, beautiful and strange.
Filmmusic composers have been
inspired by the sound of this
movement, and have written similar
music to depict outer space.

In the exhibition listen and watch for:
• The harpists often having many pedal changes (each pedal on a harp

changes the tuning of one string – Holst’s harmonies require lots of pedal
changes)

• The mysterious low flute writing at the beginning
• The brass quietly supports all the other music by playing long notes: there

are no loud fanfares in this movement
• The extremely busy harp and celeste parts. They can play very fast, but the

music still feels slow.
• Amelody being passed through the oboe section (bass oboe – cor anglais –

oboe) just before the voices enter
• The chorus entering on one very long held note. It is such a pure sound, you

might wonder what was creating it – it almost sounds electronic.
• Sometimes the strings play very quietly using their bows to go over all four

strings very fast.

© NASA Planetary Photojournal
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Activity for Listening: Neptune – The Final Frontier….

• Use this activity to help students learn some of the material before coming
to the exhibition. This will help them recognise musical elements during
the visit.

You will need:
• A recording of Neptune from The Planets

All the music in Neptune is slow andmysterious creating a beautiful but strange
atmosphere. The music is very similar throughout, and there are no big tunes, but
there are landmarks to listen out for. Some of them are listed below. If you were
making a film, what would be happening at these moments? Some starting
suggestions are given in italics. Try creating a story around the piece using some of
these musical moments as key points.

1. Opening: Weird flute duet – panning shot slowly moving across the depths of
space

2. Opening music repeated with harp, celeste and strings, then gradually
builds – a planet comes into focus, we head towards it

3. Celeste, violins and harps play fast patterns, brass hold chords – something’s
coming towards us, what is it?

4. Cellos, then oboes play rising idea and repeat it. Voices enter on one very
long held note –What happens next?

5. Voices begin to sing melodies, very beautiful
6. Harp and celeste rippling music again, suddenly creepy
7. Voices sing again, and fade out.

Compositional extension
If you would like to learn some of the music from this movement, try adding words
to the opening melody, played on flute. It can be accompanied with an E minor
and G# minor chord:

To play this accompaniment on instruments they’ll need to play the notes E, G and
B for the E minor chord and G#, B and D# for the G# minor chord. These notes
alternate 3 beats on E minor, 2 beats on G# minor.

Some students can play the accompaniment; others can sing the melody, with
their own words. Having sung the melody twice can anyone create new words and
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a new tune which would fit above the harmonies as they continue to repeat? Or, if
anyone plays an instrument, they could improvise a melody above the repeated
chords.

Also: See Haunting Harmonies (2)
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Section 3:

Joby Talbot and Worlds, Stars,
Systems, Infinity

© Benjamin Ealovega
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Joby Talbot

Joby Talbot has written music for
concerts, film, television and dance. He
wrote the thememusic for comedy
series League of Gentleman and
Psychoville as well incidental music for
the feature films The Hitchhikers’ Guide to
the Galaxy, Penelope and Franklyn. He
collaborated with the choreographer
Christopher Wheeldon on the ballet
Alice’s Adventures inWonderlandwhich
was premiered at the Royal Ballet in
Covent Garden, London and has
recently been revived. His works are
widely performed by orchestras
throughout the world. In addition, he is
an arranger and producer working with
numerous pop musicians such as Paul
McCartney, Tom Jones, Air and the
Divine Comedy. He has his own band
called Billiardman.

To find out more about Joby Talbot go
to: http://jobytalbot.com

Worlds, Stars, Systems, Infinity

Joby Talbot’s pieceWorlds, Stars, Systems, Infinitywas commissioned by the
Philharmonia Orchestra for Universe of Sound. It is a companion piece to The
Planets, building on aspects of Holst’s music but giving them a 21st Century twist. It
follows Neptune, but is joined to it by using the choir’s ending of that piece as its
starting point (listen carefully –Worlds, Stars, Systems, Infinity starts when the
percussion join the choir). It also heralds the return of Mars, which will start again
when the exhibition repeats, through its use of strident declamatory rhythms near
the end. Like the Planets, it communicates very directly being lively and full of
unusual and at times beguiling sounds. However, it is also distinctively not by
Holst – it is immediately darker and more menacing.

It is written for the same size orchestra as The Planets, including the choir, but
Talbot expands the percussion section to include a vibraphone andmarimba
amongst other things. In this piece the percussion section, the organist and the
choir are a lot busier than they are in The Planets!

© Johan Persson
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The Musical Language of Worlds, Stars, Systems, Infinity – with some musical
activities

Layers
Three compositional techniques from The Planets are also used by Joby Talbot.
Firstly, he creates lots of orchestral layers, just as Holst does. But, unlike Holst, the
layers are rhythmically more independent, often sounding like they move at quite
different speeds - not something that Holst ever did. Students might like to have a
go at creating several layers which sound like they’re independent.

Start off by repeating a steady beat.

• 1 layer plays every second beat
• 1 layer plays every third beat
• 1 layer plays every fourth beat
• 1 layer plays every 1 ½ beats (to play and count this say 1 2 and 3 4 5 and 6

– playing on the words in bold).

The patterns look like this, over 4 bars

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1

Layer 1 x x x x x x x etc
Layer 2 x x x x x etc
Layer 3 x x x x etc
Layer 4 x x x x x x x x x etc

Practice each layer individually before putting them together, using instruments
with distinctive sounds for each (e.g. layer 1 might be wood blocks, layer 2
triangles, etc). When played together fluently, this will sound like several speeds
occurring simultaneously. For a really advanced exercise, instead of using
unpitched instruments, use pitched instruments and create short repeated
melodies for each layer.

Dissonance
Talbot also builds on Holst by using more dissonance. At times this can be very
disruptive – listen for the Calmato section, which features a busy organ part (see
www.universeofsound.co.uk/extracts for this extract). Gradually, this calm is disturbed
by dissonant interruptions. More andmore interruptions occur until the calm is
completely lost – it’s like the calmmusic is under attack!

To recreate this effect, students can create a simple melody, perhaps using a
pentatonic scale – C, D, E, G and A. Work on this, making sure that the melody has
definite phrases and structure.

This tune is then attacked by other notes not in the melody – in this case there are
7 others: C#, D#, F#, G, G#, A# and B. To create an effective ‘attack’, the dissonances
need to enter gradually, one note at a time, perhaps coming in increasingly quickly
and loudly, rather than completely randomly. Perhaps students can work out a
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mathematical system (e.g. One note then eight beats rest, two notes then seven
beats rest, etc.) which paces the ‘attack’.

In the exhibition

WhenWorlds, Stars, Systems, Infinity is played, students will be able to use the pods
to change the instrumentation of the piece. Which sounds do they like best? If you
don’t manage to do this at the Science Museum, you’ll still be able to do so at
home or in the classroom by accessing the Universe of Soundwebsite, where the
same activity is available:

http://www.universeofsound.co.uk/

In the exhibition listen and watch for:
• The way the music moves seamlessly from Neptune to Talbot’s piece. The

choir continues singing, but added to this you’ll hear the strange sounds of
the meditation bowls.

• Both the choir and the string players use glissandi (sliding between notes)
• The use of the celeste. In The Planets its bell-like quality is beautiful and

heavenly, but here it adds a surprisingly creepy quality
• The repetitive ostinato patterns played by different instrumental groups

and which often move at different speeds
• The euphonium solo
• The organ’s very busy part in the calmmiddle section – it’s still in the

background and is marked to sound ‘bell-like – almost electronic’.
• Other sounds which are more like sound effects, rather than classical

orchestral music, for instance the honking repeated bass oboe notes.
• The calm section being undermined by dissonant held notes which keep

interjecting from other members of the orchestra. Eventually, the music
becomes far more uneasy.

• The insistent rhythmwhich appears towards the end and anticipates the
powerful opening rhythm of Mars, which follows this piece.
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Section 4:

Compositional Activities

© Benjamin Ealovega
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Composition

The activities in this section are based on some of the compositional features Holst
uses in The Planets. They differ from the Activities for Listening given earlier
because, although they may start with material from The Planets, the emphasis is
on students creating and using their own musical ideas.

In this section, there are two games which could be used as warm-ups before other
work, and three compositional projects. There are also ideas for compositional
work in the outline of each movement in The Planets in Section 2.

Game 1: Musical Messages (2)

You will need: space for everyone to be in a circle

In Mercury, Holst constantly sends musical material around the orchestra, at one
moment it’s on one instrument, the next it’s somewhere else. It’s like musical
messages travelling round the orchestra.

The class as a group needs to learn to speak three phrases together and very
rhythmically. They are given below.

It’s important that the three chants share the same basic pulse. If you can’t read
the notation above this might help. Start a slow-ish clap. Each syllable of ‘Mars is
marching’ is on a clap. ‘Neptune very mystical’ is twice as fast, so the syllables
‘Nep’, ‘ve’, ‘my’ and ‘cal’ are each on a clap. The speed of the notes for Jupiter is
even shorter, so ‘Ju’ and ‘big’ are on claps.

Start by practising passing the Mars chant around the circle, each person saying
one word of it (so after four people the chant will start again). Practice doing this
around the whole circle.

Now practise doing the same thing with the Neptune phrase – one syllable per
person. This is obviously harder as it is twice as fast as Mars.
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The Jupiter phrase works differently. An individual calls ‘Jupiter’ everyone else
answers ‘big red spot’.

The game works by Mars being passed around the circle as above. The person who
gets to start the phrase (by saying Mars) has a choice: they can either say Mars, and
the chant will continue, or they can say Neptune or Jupiter. If they say Neptune,
then Neptune moves round the circle just once before reverting to Mars. If they
say Jupiter, the rest of the class responds with ‘big red spot’. Anyone who gets a
word wrong is out, so by the end of the game there will be a winner.

To extend the game further phrases could be invented and added.

This game can be used in conjunction with Musical Messages (1) in Section 2.

Game 2: Creating layers

You will need: space for everyone to be in a circle

This game layers ostinati, such as in the ending of Saturn or in Worlds, Stars,
Systems, Infinity.

The class is going to create a machine. Everyone stands in a circle, and a volunteer
steps into the middle to create a machine-like sound and action – the more crazy
and outrageous the better. The sound is repeated over and over again, very
rhythmically and with gaps in between (e.g. created by counting steadily to four
before the sound is repeated). One by one each participant adds their own
sound/action, joining the machine in the centre of the room until everyone has
joined in.

• Can the machine slow down and stop?
• Can it go crazy, get faster and faster and explode?
• What’s the machine for?
• Does it make anything, for instance?

The same game could be tried using instruments: either classroom percussion or
instruments the children learn themselves.
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Composition 1: Marching Mars (2)

You will need:
1. Space to make a circle
2. Optional instruments

This activity builds a piece from a variety of invented rhythms of different lengths,
much as Holst does at the end of Saturn, or as Joby Talbot does throughout his
piece. The starting point is the repeated rhythm in Mars and this activity builds on
the Marching Mars (1).

Listen to the opening of Mars. With the music, count out the five beats in the bar.
Once this is established, everyone can join in clapping the repeated rhythm. Make
sure everyone really keeps together with each other and the music – it’s helpful if
someone can keep a steady pulse on the drum. The rhythm is:

Once everyone is clapping it confidently, see if other body percussion sounds can
be incorporated – turn it into a body percussion rhythm (now without the
recording). Below is one version, but most probably the class can think of one
which is as good if not better.

The class splits into two halves. One half plays the Mars rhythm. The other half,
instead of counting in five, counts to two repeatedly, using the same pulse as for
the Mars rhythm (1-2-1-2-1-2, etc). They make a sound (stamp, or clap for instance)
every time they say one. Once confident, they should count in their heads not out
loud. The groups then swap over. Repeat this activity with groups counting in
three (1-2-3-1-2-3 etc) and 4 (1-2-3-4-1-2-3-4 etc). So:

Mars Rhythm1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

Group ‘in 2’ x x x x x etc
Group ‘in 3’ x x x x
Group ‘in 4’ x x x etc
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How many times do the groups in two, three or four have to play before they
coincide again with the first beat of the Mars rhythm? (The answer for all of them is
five times – but the number of times the Mars rhythm plays differs). 
 
Once students have a feel for this, in smaller groups they can invent their own
rhythms of two, three or four beats in length. These could be either on body
percussion or on instruments, but make sure distinct instrumental sounds are
chosen for each group, rather than each group having mixed percussion sounds.

Try playing each rhythm separately with the Mars rhythm: which ones work best
andwhy?

As a class, work out a way of using these rhythms to create a short piece; there will
need to be a group who plays the Mars rhythm as well as a group for each of the
other rhythms. There is no right or wrong way to do this, but here’s a model to get
everyone started (read the table from top to bottom):

Mars rhythm 2 beat rhythm 3 beat rhythm 4 beat rhythm
Start Mars rhythm

(loud) x4
Mars rhythm
(loud) x4

Mars rhythm
(loud) x4

Mars rhythm
(loud) x4

Mars rhythm
(quiet) x4
Mars rhythm
(quiet) x4

4 beat rhythm
x5 (quiet)

Mars rhythm
(slightly
louder) x3

3 beat rhythm
x5 slightly
louder

Mars rhythm
(louder still)x2

2 beat rhythm
(louder still) x5

End Mars rhythm
(loud) x4

Mars rhythm
(loud) x4

Mars rhythm
(loud) x4

Mars rhythm
(loud) x4

Having got this far, try extending the piece by playing several rhythms together –
perhaps after everyone has played the Mars rhythm together, each group gradually
switches to their rhythm and then keeps going. If they are all played together,
would the rhythms ever coincide?
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Composition 2: Haunting Harmonies

You will need:
1. A variety of pitched instruments, chime bars, xylophones, glockenspiels, etc,

are fine.

This activity builds a short piece from the way Holst and Joby Talbot use pairs of
chords which are alternate for some time before changing. You’ll hear this most
obviously in Saturn and Neptune (listen to the opening of Saturn for the clearest
example). The result from this activity could be used to create very still,
atmospheric music as in Neptune. At a faster tempo, it will begin to sound like
minimalist music written by composers such as Steve Reich.

Holst said to his daughter, when she went off to study music “remember, whatever
you do, never open a textbook on harmony”. One of the many reason’s Holst’s
music can sound so beautiful in pieces like Saturn and Neptune is because he
either uses unusual chords (i.e. not traditional ones) or he creates progressions of
chords which in traditional music aren’t usually heard together.

Finding the haunting harmonies
If you or your students know about chords, you are all banned from using the usual
ones - no C major (etc!)

Students need to be arranged in small groups with either chime bars, xylophones
or glockenspiels – ideally two players to one instrument for the larger instruments.

Individual students choose two notes at random, which the whole class play
together. This is the first chord (let’s call it A). Other students choose two other
notes, which everyone plays (let’s call them B). Now, slowly alternate between the
A and B chords several times, two beats on each, to create an ostinato. If the class
would like to change any notes they can, experimenting until they are happy with
the sounds of the two chords when played alternately.

Expanding the harmonies
This is a simple accompaniment, such as you find in the on-the-beat
accompaniments in Venus (see Beautiful Accompaniments in Section 2).  
 
To make the accompaniment more interesting, small groups can create different
versions of the accompaniment, varying it by repeating notes, making a melody
out of them, using shorter note lengths, playing off the beat, etc. For instance:

becomes

Most importantly, each group’s variation must still last for two beats per chord, as
the groups’ music has to fit back together again! Several patterns such as this
played simultaneously would create a really interesting texture. Instead of them all
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being played at once, each pattern could be introduced one at a time creating a
series of layers.

Once established, if anyone plays a melodic instrument, they could improvise a
melody above this accompaniment. The starting notes for this could be based
around the notes already chosen by the class as chords A and B.
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Composition 3: Universal Music

Using the inspiration from both The Planets and the Universe of Sound installation,
this activity attempts to recreate something of that exhibition with the whole class.
The activity is less specific than any of the other activities in the pack, and could
incorporate almost any sorts of music the students would like to make. For
teachers to make it work, it would require a degree of flexibility, resourcefulness
and imagination! It is also an activity which would take several lessons to explore.

Aim:
To recreate Universe of Sound live somewhere in school, perhaps a large hall.

Instead of filming and projections, students will become the orchestra, different
groups of them being in different areas of the hall, so that the audience can move
around the ‘exhibition’ while the music is playing.

Musical starting points:
These could be taken from any of the types of music in The Planets (there’s lots of
variety there) and many of the practical activities from this section, or from
Sections 2 & 3 would provide a good compositional starting point.

Three types of music are required:
• Music which everyone plays together
• Music which passes ideas from one group to another
• Music which allows each group to play on their own or with minimal

accompaniment from everyone else.

Organising the groups:
Each group will be in a different area of the ‘exhibition space’ and needs to sound
distinctively different from all the other groups. They are a section of the whole
orchestra, and, like in Universe of Sound, need to play similar instruments. If you
divided your class into five groups (six students in each), you might have:

Group 1: Xylophones
Group 2: Chime bars/glockenspiels (i.e. metal pitched instruments)
Group 3: Body Percussion and voice
Group 4: Unpitched percussion making short sounds (wood blocks, claves

drums, etc.)
Group 5: Unpitched percussion making longer sounds (cymbals, bells,

triangles, etc.)

If you have children who play instruments these might be involved in the groups as
well.

Creating the music
Start by organising the groups, and creating a piece of music all together. If it’s
fast, perhaps usingMars Marching (1 & 2) as a starting point would be helpful.
This would create a layered piece and the goal would be to find a way for each
group to play something distinctive and interesting in their layer.
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If it is a slow piece, try using Haunting Harmonies (1 & 2) as a starting point
instead.

Then create somemusic in which an element is passed around the groups (such as
in Musical Messages 1 & 2). This might be as simple as a single rhythm passed
around, or more complicated, such as chords travelling from group to group.

Finally, each group can work on their own piece, which could be any starting point,
but try and encourage the students to aim for something with a distinctive
character (as all the movements in The Planets have). They also have to bear in
mind that they are going to ask other groups to provide simple accompaniments
for their piece. Again this could be very simple (a background cymbal playing
quietly all the way through for a mysterious atmosphere) or more complicated
(everyone joining in on a rhythm at one point in the piece).

Creating the whole piece
Students can decide on how to
structure the elements. The
whole class and the musical
messages music should be heard
a few times during the piece,
whilst the small groupmusic is
just heard once. A conductor
may be needed to direct, and
they might need to stand on a
raised platform so everyone can
see them.

The Performance
Each group is in a separate part of the large space, leaving plenty of room so the
audience can walk between the groups. The conductor will need to be in a
position where everyone can see them. Invite the audience in, explaining first
about the Universe of Sound exhibition, and the class’s work recreating this. The
audience can move around throughout the piece, following their ears to find who
is playing, however, they must do their best not to put the players off!

© Benjamin Ealovega
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Section 5:

The Science of Sound
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Science of sound Q&A

What’s a sound?
Sound is a vibration – a wobble – travelling through
the air. It spreads out from the source as a sound
wave, moving the air backwards and forwards.
When it reaches your ear, it makes a tiny vibration
in your eardrum that you hear as sound.

If you touch your throat while singing or speaking,
you can feel the vibrations of your vocal cords as
they produce sound.

What makes higher and lower pitched sounds?
The frequency of a sound is the ‘speed of wobble’ of the air. A fast wobble gives a
high note, at high frequency, and a slower wobble gives a lower note. The
frequency is measured in Hertz. A Hertz is one vibration or cycle per second. The
note ‘A’ to which the orchestra tunes is 440 Hz or 440 cycles per second. We can
hear sounds from about 15 Hz to 20 kHz (1 kHz = 1000 Hz) but our ears are more
sensitive to sounds between 1 and 4 kHz – about two to four octaves above middle
C.

What about the loudness?
Sound levels are measured in decibels and depend strongly upon how far away
you are from the sound, whether you are indoors or not, whether there is
reverberation, and what kind of sound it is. For comparison purposes, a television
at a normal level, one metre away from you, would deliver about 60 dB, while a
chainsaw operating a metre away could top 110 dB.

Loudness also depends on a person’s own perception. Roughly speaking, people
report a doubling of loudness for each increase in sound level of approximately 10
dB, all other factors being equal. So, 50 dB seems twice as loud as 40 dB and so on.

How loud is the orchestra?
Scientists have studied the noise levels experienced by orchestral musicians to see
whether their hearing could be at risk – a serious worry. One detailed study found
that the flute and piccolo players experienced the loudest noise, followed by brass
instruments and the double bass. The violins had the quietest time. Scientists
measured the highest sound levels were equivalent to an electric drill – and the
players’ exposure was close to unhealthy levels, although the musicians weren’t at
risk of hearing loss based on internationally accepted standards.
http://news.nationalpost.com/2011/01/12/orchestral-musicians-face-unhealthy-
sound-levels-study/

For people whose jobs involve exposure to loud noises, there are strict regulations
on sound levels and timing. For every 3dB increase, the allowed exposure time is
usually halved.
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What makes a sound into a musical note?
It’s all about the regularity of the vibration. If a sound wobbles in a regularly
repeating way, we hear it as a note at a particular pitch. Tuned instruments in the
strings, woodwind and brass sections of the orchestra are designed to produce
these regular vibrations, in a range of pitches.

If the sound is a random series of vibrations, it doesn’t sound like a note. Many
percussion instruments produce unpitched notes which add to the overall effect of
the orchestra’s sound by delivering a certain sound quality.

How come instruments sound so different to each other (even when playing
the same note)?
The timbre, or quality of sound, varies hugely between types of instrument, giving
us the amazing range of sounds in the orchestra. The key to timbre is that
instruments tend to make sounds at several frequencies in addition to the main
note. These extra frequencies, called harmonics, are a big factor in giving
instruments their particular character. Along with this are factors like the sound at
the very start of a note bowed or blown on the instrument, and how it varies over
time.

Why do some chords sound sad?
Chords described as ‘minor’ tend to sound sad to
most people compared with major chords.
Scientists have tried to find out why this is for
many years – and the latest theory is that it’s to do
with a link with speech. By studying the shape of
the sound waves of sad speech samples,
researchers foundmatch with an interval called a
‘minor third’. The scientists suggest that our
speech andmusical chords share a code for
communicating sadness.

How fast does sound travel?
It depends on what it’s travelling through, rather than anything to do with how
loud it is. In air, sound travels at about 340 metres per second. Through stiffer and
denser objects, sound will travel faster, so a sound wave will travel over four times
faster through water than air, and over fourteen times faster through iron.

Speed of sound widget http://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/sound/u11l2c.cfm

Warmth and humidity also affect the speed of sound. A flute player adds humidity
and warms up the air in their instrument as they play. This increases the speed of
the sound travelling, and thus the frequency or pitch of the note we hear – so they
have to take care with tuning.

How do our ears hear sounds?
Our outer ear is responsible for funnelling sound waves through the ear canal into
the middle ear. In the middle ear, the sound hits the eardrum and starts it vibrating.
Three bones in the middle ear then transmit the vibrations into the inner ear,
where the cochlea converts the vibrations into nerve impulses. These impulses
then travel to the brain.
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The human ear is incredibly responsive to sound – with a sensitivity range perhaps
a hundred times greater than that of the eye.

How does the brain respond to music?
Experts used to think that music was just for fun – but scientists now think that it
means much more. Music activates neurons in more regions of the brain than
almost anything else, and there are specific neural circuits in the brain dedicated to
processing only music. Babies as young as six months old can already recognise an
unexpected alteration in a piece of music, backing up the idea that music may be
wired into us from birth.

When we listen to music, there’s evidence that we are
doing much more than just hearing sounds. A
psychologist scanned people’s brains while they
listened to a vacuum cleaner and then to simple
melodies. In both kinds of sound, the brain’s ‘hearing’
area lit up. But with the melodies, extra right-brain
areas also activated, showing that the brain was
extracting more information from those sounds.

And what is the significance of all this hard-wiring
and pattern processing? Some scientists argue that
musicality is at the root of all human communications.
Newborn babies and their mothers communicate in
regularly-spaced patterns of sounds and responses,
rather like musicians performing a very simple duet.

It’s part of human nature to communicate – so perhaps music is an integral part of
being human, too.

Can music really change your mood?
Absolutely! Music causes the release of neurochemicals in our brains. For example,
when we listen to music with others, oxytocin is released, helping us bond and
build up feelings of trust. The feel-good hormone dopamine can also flood our
brains when the right music plays.

If we are stressed, music can be more soothing than words, and love songs can
communicate emotions that words alone can’t. However, scientists aren’t yet
completely sure why different kinds of music cause particular mood changes.

Why do some songs get stuck in our heads?
Scientists call these annoying little tunes earworms, and nearly everyone gets them
from time to time. There isn’t any scientific explanation yet but they always seem
to be snatches of music with a simple melody and repeating rhythm.

Is there a ‘Mozart Effect’?
Musicians whose training began before the age of seven seem to have a bigger
corpus callosum, the brain area that connects and integrates the hemispheres. But
there’s no evidence that playing Mozart to an unborn baby has any benefit.
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Currently, research suggests that if you do something that stimulates and engages
your brain, it helps you to think more effectively in a test afterwards. So listening to
a story has the same benefit as listening to some upbeat music that you enjoy. But
if you listen to something that makes you feel sad, it appears to make you perform
worse in a test.

Why does a choir of children sound so special?
Scientists have investigated why some child soloists can make their voices soar
above the rest of the choir, and have found a repeated frequency that rings out at
about 8,000Hz. These frequency peaks happen because of a vibration within the
vocal folds, which disappears as the child grows up.
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Section 6:

Further Resources

© Benjamin Ealovega
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Further resources

Philharmonia Orchestra

Universe of Sound: http://www.universeofsound.co.uk/

Background to the making of Universe of Sound:
http://www.universeofsound.co.uk/making

Extracts the Holst and Talbot mentioned in this pack: www.universeofsound.co.uk/extracts

General website: http://www.philharmonia.co.uk/

Education website: http://www.philharmonia.co.uk/thesoundexchange/

Online sequencer:
http://www.philharmonia.co.uk/thesoundexchange/make_music/Sequencer/

Introductions to the different orchestral instruments:
http://www.philharmonia.co.uk/thesoundexchange/the_orchestra/instruments/

Further Listening - Holst:
Various recordings of The Planets can be found on www.youtube.com

Holst and the exotic: Beni Mora (1909-10)

Holst & the Folk song: Somerset Rhapsody (1906-7)

Holst and the voice: The Hymn of Jesus (1920)

Music written for Holst’s students: St Paul’s Suite (1912-13)

The later, sparer Holst style: Egdon Heath (1927)

There is also a documentary about Holst available called: Holst: In the bleak
midwinter….

Further Listening - Talbot:
Go to http://jobytalbot.com for further information and online sound clips.

Science of Sound:
The BBC bitesize has some activities exploring pitch and volume:

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/ks2bitesize/science/physical_processes/sound/play.
shtml

http://www.bbc.co.uk/schools/scienceclips/ages/9_10/changing_sounds.shtml

The Science Museum also has a sound section on their website:
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http://www.sciencemuseum.org.uk/educators/classroom_and_homework_resourc
es/ks2/sound.aspx

Science Museum links

• Scientist James Watt (whose workshop is on display on the ground floor of
the Science Museum) made and sold flutes before he got busy developing
steam engines. A famous flute-maker’s stamp is among his tools – and some
believe this means Watt passed off his cheap flutes as top-flight
instruments. See the workshop here
http://www.sciencemuseum.org.uk/visitmuseum/galleries/watts_workshop
.aspx and the flute punch here
http://www.sciencemuseum.org.uk/objects/watt/1924-792-862.aspx

• The Oramics exhibition on the Science Museum’s second floor showcases
the development of electronic music from the 1950s including an incredible
machine created by Daphne Oram, founder of the BBC’s Radiophonic
Workshop. See an article about it here
http://eandt.theiet.org/magazine/2011/11/oramics-to-electronica.cfm

• Read about the Science Museum’s latest musical research in its blog here
http://sciencemuseumdiscovery.com/blogs/collections/category/music/

• Make your own musical ear gongs and explore the science of sound.
http://www.sciencemuseum.org.uk/educators/classroom_and_homework_
resources/resources/ear_gongs.aspx

Other links

• Great links on acoustics of instruments at the University of New South Wales
http://www.phys.unsw.edu.au/music/

• Multimedia site on the acoustics of the human voice
http://www.animations.physics.unsw.edu.au/waves-sound/human-
sound/index.html

• TheMusic Instinct, Random House 2009, by Philip Ball
• TheWorld in Six Songs: How theMusical Brain Created HumanNature

(Dutton/Penguin U.S. and Viking/Penguin Canada, 2008) by Daniel Levitin
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Glossary

Accompaniment: Music which accompanies the melody and often using repeated
patterns.

Arpeggios: Instead of playing notes of a chord together, arpeggios are the notes
played in quick succession in an upward or downward direction

Articulation: The ways a note can be played, but not in terms of volume, e.g. very
short, heavily, etc

Beat (on and off): The beat is the steady pulse which lies underneath all music. On
the beat is playing music with the pulse. Off the beat is playing which fits in
between the pulse.

Bow:Made of horse hair on a wooden frame, bows are used by string players to
play their instruments.

Bumper: An extra player in the brass section who is there to relieve the section
leader, so that they are able to tackle demanding solo passages without fear of
having exhausted themselves in the loud bits.

Canon: Amelody played by two or more instruments/voices but not at the same
time. They chase each other a short distance apart.

Celeste: An orchestral keyboard instrument, like a small piano, but with metal bars
inside rather than strings. The sound is like a mellower glockenspiel and is most
well-known for ‘The Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairy’ by Tchaikovsky.

Col Legno: String players playing with the wood of the bow to produce a tapping
effect.

Dissonant: Notes which clash when played together.

Glissando: A slide up the notes of an instrument, particularly a keyboard (for other
instruments it’s often called portamento).

Hemiola: Amelody which conflicts with the overriding beat, cutting across it in
such a way that it goes out of phase, but then with repetition returns to the overall
pulse.

Movement: A piece of music which is part of a bigger piece. Each piece in The
Planets is a movement.

Orchestrate: The composer deciding which instrument will play which musical
idea in a piece.

Ostinato (ostinati): A repeated figure (usually quite short), which often goes on for
some time.
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Pizzicato: Playing string instruments by plucking the strings with the fingers.

Re-orchestrate: Changing the orchestration

Solo: A single instrument playing the melody in an orchestral piece

Suite: The set formed by a group of larger pieces. Some sets of pieces have
definite names with each movement having definite characters (for instance a
symphony or concerto). But a suite is a group of pieces which do not fall into these
other categories.

Texture: The way in which a composer uses his instruments to create certain
overall effects.

Tutti: Everyone playing together

Unison: Everyone playing exactly the samemusical idea together


